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MOUNT VERNON - CHRISTMAS EVE, 1766 

Flatulent after a sumptuous Holiday dinner, George Washington blows "love

you" kisses to Martha with a hearty farewell as he galivants off to defeat the

British and become America's first President.  

  

However, George and his boat mysteriously vanish into a churning whirlpool

and suddenly appear in a modern-day New York City museum aside from four

celebrity wax figures. Shocked and bewildered, George discovers jovial "FBI-

wannabe" security guard Floyd Crumb, who believes George is the real deal.

Well-meaning Floyd agrees to help crazed George find a way home. No idea

George means 1776.  
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Tangled between a mass of pedestrians and cabs, George struggles to grasp the

bizarre environment aside from Floyd, who lucklessly creates more tumult. In

the middle, George is arrested and breaks free from an asylum, forced to drive a

loaded metro bus, perform a skit in a Broadway musical, and falls prey to a

hooker in love with generals. After a harrowing escape from a drunken brawl,

George and Floyd race in a hail of bullets back to the museum.  

  

George and their newfound lively wax pals, Marylin Monroe, Don Corleone,

Queen Elizabeth, and Richard Pryor, overhear German cartel head Prince

Von Schmutz's scheme to stash valuable jewels inside their costumes for an

elaborate party to later melt into candles. A desperate plea for help hits a

sympathetic nerve. However, terrified, George collapses, curled in a ball on the

floor, and uncontrollably sobs for Martha. "MOMMY!" Floyd suggests a movie

may help calm his nerves.   
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George curiously circles the TV, astonished at a rerun of "Back to the Future" as

Doc Brown zooms Marty McFly far into the past. His mind is spinning, George

begs Floyd to locate Doc and his flying machine. Pressure mounts when Floyd

discovers a website and encounters Doc retired at a nearby farm for the insane.

Convinced Doc is the answer, George and the four waxsters escape the gala

with Floyd, soon chased by the "baddies."  

  

George crashes through a gate, past security guards, and locates Doc, who

giddily agrees to help them escape. A stealth run to a nearby barn, Doc rolls out

the dusty machine and five sidecars; however, there is no fuel. George and the

group quickly shovel manure into a gas tank. Doc hurriedly readies the

DeLorean as the waxsters, stuffed with jewels, hunker in the sidecars while the

"baddies" and security guards close in with desperate moments to escape.  
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Nearby, Floyd sadly reads an FBI rejection letter and decides to join George.

Doc's fourth attempt ends in sputters and backfires. However, a sudden sonic

boom lifts the old flying machine in a hail of gunfire into the sky and zooms to a

1776 New Jersey battlefield.  

  

Humbly inspired with modern knowledge and fresh energy, George handily

crushes the Hessians, honorably takes his Presidential oath, and swears in Don

Corleone, Marilyn Monroe, Queen Elizabeth, and Richard Pryor as America's

first cabinet. With special thanks to Floyd, George appointed him Attorney

General and founding director of the FBI.  

  

All ends happily at Mt. Vernon as George and the entire cast sip mint juleps,

compete in potato sack races, and play beer pong with a toothless beaver.  

 

Laughs, love, and respect for our dear first president. 


